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A classic observation is that PRO in Obligatory Control (OC) environments is interpreted as a 

variable bound by the controller (Morgan 1970, Fodor 1975), explaining the exclusively sloppy 

reading of examples like (1a-b). 
 
(1) a. [Only Richard]i hated [PROi to play hip-hop]. 

 b. Maryi hoped [PROi to get a new car] and Claire did too. 
 
Call this the Bound Variable PRO (BVP) interpretation. An interesting question is whether BVP is 

syntactically represented or rather arises indirectly in the semantic computation. A related question 

concerns the morphological agreement between the controller and PRO, a robust crosslinguistic fact 

(e.g., I[1st] intend [PRO[1st] to promote myself/*himself). Call this Controller-PRO Agreement (CPA). 

A fundamental question is how CPA is achieved. 
 
(2) a. Is PRO directly bound by the controller at LF?  

 b. What guarantees agreement between the controller and PRO?   
 
In fact, the mainstream view of OC in formal semantics answers (2a) in the negative. On this 

“property-theory” of OC (Chierchia 1990, Percus & Sauerland 2003, Pearson 2013), PRO is not 

bound by the controller at all, but rather by an (inaudible) λ-abstractor introduced by the attitude 

verb, possibly at the edge of the complement. The BVP interpretation arises because of the particular 

way attitude holders (AH) are associated with their “doxastic counterparts” in the semantics. In this 

talk I argue against this view and in favor of the (classical) direct binding relation. I show that only 

on such a view can (2b) be adequately answered. Furthermore, I demonstrate that a robust 

crosslinguistic restriction on the distribution of OC complements naturally follows from this 

alternative but not from the property-view. 

 The mainstream response to (2b). von Stechow 2003 obtains CPA by the following chain of 

assumptions: (i) PRO bears the features [log] and [loc], which jointly ensure that it is bound by the 

closest attitude verb; (ii) variable binding is contingent on -matching; (iii) the attitude verb agrees 

with the AH. von Stechow further assumes that -features on bound variables are deleted at LF, 

hence make no semantic contribution. A typical OC example (3a) receives the LF in (3b), where the 

attitude verb quantifies over <individual,world,time> triplets.  
 
(3)  a. John wants to win the lottery.  

 b. John[3rd] λi want[3rd] λ[log]<x[3rd]-j,wk,tn>  [PRO[loc,log,3rd]-j win the lottery]. 
 
This analysis raises a number of problems. First, the locality of binding in OC is encoded (by [loc]) 

and not explained. Second, it is implied that PRO is inherently specified as a logophoric pronoun, 

whereas in fact it is found in a variety of non-attitude contexts (e.g., The paintings managed [PRO to 

make the place a little brighter], This tool is [PRO to be used with caution]). Third, and most 

importantly, the postulated agreement between the attitude verb and AH is not syntactically 

grounded. It cannot be made parasitic on subject-verb agreement because the congruence between 

“subject” and “AH” is accidental. Object control verbs like persuade introduce attitudes that are 

keyed to the matrix object’s doxastic alternatives. Furthermore, prevalent syntactic accounts take the 

locus of “verbal agreement” to be a functional head (little v) rather than the lexical stem, the locus of 

the intensional quantifier. At any rate, the purported “middleman” in CPA - the attitude verb - never 

manifests the -features of the AH as such. Similar comments apply to Pearson’s (2013) analysis, 

where CPA piggybacks a feature [att], shared by the attitude verb and whichever of its arguments 

identifies the doxastic alternatives the verb quantifies over. Note that oblique controllers must 

“agree” in this feature too, although they are inert for any other type of agreement. These approaches, 

then, re-code purely semantic relations in morphosyntactic terms, bypassing standard syntax.  



 The “special de re” alternative. As often observed, de se readings can be modeled as a special 

case of de re, where the acquaintance relation that holds between AH and himself is “I” (or AUTHOR 

of my thoughts/speech). We follow Percus & Sauerland’s (2003) idea that de re complements denote 

functions from “concept generators” (type <e,<,e>>) to propositions (type <,t>), where  is the 

type of context tuples. A concept generator G for AH in context c must be suitable in the sense that 

AH is acquainted with all the individuals in Dom(G) and associates a distinct “counterpart” with 

each. Then we can define a constant function: 
 
(4)   S     

g,c
(z) = λc'.AUTHOR(c') 

 
Attitude verbs that take OC complements will fall under this de re treatment, with the following 

crucial presupposition: The acquaintance relation must be GSELF. The doxastic counterpart is 

syntactically projected in [Spec,CP] as a minimal pronoun prox, directly bound by the controller. The 

head of the complement, Ci’, which encodes the context of evaluation i’, projects this coordinate, and 

associates it with the GSELF presupposition. The proposition is formed by predicating of (the concept 

of) prox the infinitival property, a λ-abstract obtained by local PRO-movement (on PRO as an 

abstractor, see Chomsky 1980, Clark 1990). Although the ultimate interpretation is equivalent to that 

obtained under the property-view of OC, the associated LF is crucially different: PRO co-varies with 

a variable (prox) directly bound by the controller. 
 
(5) John λx wants [CP [[G7 prox] i’] [ Ci’ [FinP PROk [ Fin0 [TP tk [T' to win the lottery ]]]]]]. 

      Matrix V’ denotes: λx.λw.i'WANTx,w,  win the lottery g,c
(AUTHOR(i'))(i') = 1) 

 
This syntactic representation then provides the necessary substrate for CPA, on the well-supported 

assumption that variable binding supports Feature Transmission, FT (Heim 2008, Kratzer 2009). In 

Kratzer’s spirit, I assume that  T is a phase-bound PF operation; since prox is projected at the edge 

of the complement’s phase, it is accessible to  T from the matrix controller (on phase-edge 

agreement, see Polinsky 2003, Bobaljik & Wurmbrand 2005).  

 The blocking effect of agreement. An independent argument for this approach comes from a 

crosslinguistic generalization, which we adapt from Landau 2004, 2006, 2013:  
 
(6) Attitude OC complements may not be inflected; non-attitude OC complements may be 

inflected or not.  
 
In other words, overt inflection in the complement clause "destroys" the control relation (producing a 

referential embedded subject) – but only in attitude complements (data, omitted here for space 

reasons, will be presented from Turkish, Hungarian, Basque and Greek). 

 This contrast between attitude and non-attitude OC is explained by the selective sensitivity of 

variable binding and predication to agreement. Non-attitude OC instantiates simple predication 

(Williams 1980), the complement projecting up to FinP with no “logophoric” C overlayed above it. 

Although predicates often inherit -features from their associated argument, they need not to (e.g., 

Those women are a committee). Locally bound variables, in contrast, must inherit as many features 

of their binders as they can (note that this is consistent with underspecification of the bindee, e.g., SE-

anaphors). Inflection in the complement would endow PRO (and the co-variant prox) with valued -

features, blocking FT from the controller. Since attitude OC crucially involves such an interclausal 

binding relation (as in (5)), it is expected to fail, leaving the embedded subject as a free variable (= 

uncontrolled). Once again, the property-view of OC offers no natural room for incorporating this 

blocking effect of agreement.  

 Finally, to allow the cooccurrence of interclausal variable binding with embedded inflection in 

finite complements (Every boyi thinks hei is the smartest), we highlight the non-local character of this 

dependency. The bound pronoun does not occcur at the edge of its phase ([Spec,CP]), hence is not 

subject to FT. Instead, its -features become semantically inert by Feature Deletion (FD) at LF (von 

Stechow 2003), a non-local operation. A side-benefit of our proposal, then, is a locality-based 

tradeoff between FT at PF and FD at LF, possibly a special case of parallel economy tradeoffs 

between syntactic and postsyntactic processes (Reuland 2011).   


